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OVERVIEW

The Canadian Debtors Association (CDA) is pleased to provide suggestions for the next annual
Regulatory Modernization Bill. The CDA supports the Government of Canada’s pursuit of initiatives to
modernize the Canadian regulatory system and improve its performance for both Canadians and
businesses.

While CDA shares the view that keeping regulations current can better reflect the realities of today’s
fast-paced environment, CDA anticipates that a much faster paced environment is likely in the future.
The importance for government to keep pace with innovation and technology and to continuously
modernize requirements and practices cannot be overstated.

CDA’s submission is provided on behalf of Canadians.

Canada is a nation of Debtors; most Canadians are, have been or will be, a Debtor. For many, debt is
ever present and a life without debt is but a dream. When debt joins the life of a Debtor, fears can
emerge about managing debt effectively. Financial vulnerability and financial insecurity manifests states
of unhappiness, anxiety, discontentment and many other difficult issues that impact the economic well-
being and prosperity of Canadians.

The regulatory modernization suggestions submitted by CDA in this submission are intended to enhance
the economic well-being of Canadians by introducing new aspects to regulations, strengthening existing
ones through better authoritative alignment and improving important structural frameworks.

WHO WE ARE

The Canadian Debtors Association (CDA) is a not-for-profit organization that was formed in 2018.

CDA is a group of professionals that are committed to helping individuals and families, particularly those
who are financially vulnerable, to achieve a better quality of life. CDA’s commitment includes
introducing better structures, supports and the care that is needed for Debtors to successfully recover
from financial breakdown and insolvency.

As the voice of the Debtor, CDA is the industry advocate that supports and acts for Debtors.

CDA aims to reduce the number of financially vulnerable Canadians facing financial crisis and
overwhelming debt loads by improving their Debtor journey and helping them to secure a healthier
financial future and a greater level of prosperity. Building a better Debtor experience, particularly for
those who are financially vulnerable, is CDA’s transformational vision for Canadians.

The CDA deploys a collaborative approach of working across a wide industry spectrum with participants
and members from all facets of the credit, debt, collections and insolvency industry as well as Canadian
consumers. This approach enables CDA to acquire a deep understanding and insight of the issues and
problems that individuals and families face.

The CDA is well-equipped to examine industry and Debtor issues, consider practical, meaningful and
innovative solutions and present thoughtful recommendations to introduce, enhance and improve
legislation, regulation, policies, systems and practices.

More information about the Canadian Debtors Association can be found at www.debtorsvoice.org.

http://www.debtorsvoice.org/
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NEXT ANNUAL REGULATORY MODERNIZATION BILL SUGGESTIONS

SUGGESTION # 1 – CONSUMER CREDIT REPORTS AND THE CANADIAN CREDIT REPORTING SYSTEM

The Office of Consumer Affairs (OCA) rests within the mandate of the Innovation, Science and Economic
Development Canada governmental branch. Responsibility for consumer affairs and enforcement of
consumer protection legislation takes place at the federal, provincial and territorial levels.

Presently, credit reporting agencies fall under provincial and territorial consumer protection legislation.

These levels of government authority over the credit reporting system were suitable during the early
days of consumer credit and the credit reporting system, in the eras of the 1960’s and 1970’s. In recent
decades, however, Canada has experienced explosive growth in the use of consumer credit and massive
expansion in how consumer credit reports and personal credit history is used. These monumental
changes in volume and utilization of credit reports touches virtually every important aspect of a
Canadian’s daily life.

To explain, credit history, as supplied on consumer credit reports prepared by credit reporting agencies,
has become a cornerstone of consumer exploitation, far beyond the traditional purposes of the
extension and management of credit or the collection of debt. Credit reports have transformed from
their original intention, exponentially morphing into an information and decision-making source for
other non-credit related purposes, such as:

▪ Job applications for potential employment,
▪ Various rental applications, including apartment rentals,
▪ Housing applications,
▪ Acquiring property,
▪ Securing household utilities,
▪ Securing telephony services,
▪ Life, vehicle and other insurance applications,
▪ Security deposit requirements,
▪ Screening for product offers, etc.

It cannot be over-emphasized that credit history yields increasingly enormous power over human lives.

The credit report is an economic asset for Canadians; an asset that germinates during an early adult’s
formative years and develops into a critical tool that can be leveraged over a lifetime. A positive credit
history assuredly generates many economic advantages for Canadians, both from a credit and non-
credit perspective.

A Canadian’s credit report is as fundamentally important for them, or as CDA perceives to be even more
important, as consumer product safety or consumer product packaging and labelling or anti-competitive
practises such a price fixing and misleading advertising – which are all areas that are currently governed
by federal consumer protection legislation.

The CDA strongly believes that the time has come to elevate consumer protection legislation for the
system of credit reporting and credit reporting agencies to the level of the federal government vs
maintaining the existing provincial and territorial levels.

The CDA suggests that federal agencies and departments be responsible for enforcing national
legislation related to all aspects of the Canadian credit reporting system. This includes developing
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federal regulations and protocols to address modern needs and correct serious flaws in the existing
fragmented government authority levels. CDA suggests structural framework improvements such as:

▪ Developing a strong, national office for swift handling and resolution of consumer complaints
regarding disputes and inaccurate information contained in their credit report, with such office
given federal authority to enforce that identified errors be corrected within 5 days of error
notification, and the ability to enforce consequences upon credit reporting agencies and
creditors should corrective action not be taken as required;

▪ National standards for consistent application of  credit ratings, such as R7 ratings for Consumer
Proposals vs the existing inconsistent, inappropriate and inaccurate application of R9 ratings;

▪ National standards for credit reporting in cases where previously jointly held credit records need
adjustment as a result of the marital breakdown of family separation and divorce;

▪ National standards for credit grantors who leave Canada and fail to appropriately deal with
previously provided details for credit reports that no longer apply. This would eliminate holding
the consumer hostage for outdated information such as ghost tradelines that unnecessarily
negatively impact their credit report;

▪ Nationally mandating that Canadians can receive a copy of their credit report anytime, anyhow
and at no cost to them whatsoever;

▪ Nationally mandating that credit reporting agencies have total accountability for the protection
of the consumer’s credit report, including being required to have effective mechanisms to
identify and combat fraud, and that any practise requiring Canadian consumers to pay for fraud
protection for their credit report is no longer expected, available or allowed, etc.

As previously stated, credit reports are fundamentally important for Canadians and the federal
government can play a vital role in ensuring maximum consumer protection legislation in this area.

SUGGESTION # 2 – THE CANADA REVENUE AGENCY (CRA)

The CRA’s stated mission is to administer tax, benefits, and related programs, and to ensure compliance
on behalf of governments across Canada, thereby contributing to the ongoing economic and social well-
being of Canadians. The published CRA commitment of promise states that CRA contributes to the well-
being of Canadians and the efficiency of government by delivering world-class tax and benefit
administration that is responsive, effective, and trusted.

Unfortunately, the CDA has found that the CRA collection practices do not contribute to the ongoing
economic and social well-being of Canadians, nor is CRA seen to be responsive, effective and trusted.

The experience of Canadians who owe unpaid taxes is that the CRA collection practices are abusive,
aggressive and overbearing, which, in turn, contributes to the underground economy and sometimes
leads to suicidal desperation. Particularly, this is the case when individuals and small businesses, who
owe back taxes, try to make payment arrangements with the CRA to pay their outstanding tax debt.

In many instances, Canadians are forced to enter into a Consumer Proposal or declare Bankruptcy
because the CRA was inflexible in agreeing to a reasonable and affordable repayment plan for the tax
debt; a repayment plan that is do-able for the Canadian taxpayer. Regrettably, CRA is seen to be more
intent on penalizing individuals and further hurting tax Debtors instead of sincerely trying to arrange for
workable solutions.
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Also, with respect to Insolvency filings, the CRA’s practise of placing a lien on property owned by a
Canadian who owes taxes is inconsistent with the rights of any other creditor that is part of the
Insolvency filing and proceedings. This unjust bias in favour of CRA questions the integrity of the
Bankruptcy process and the application of the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act itself.

CDA’s suggestion to the government with respect to the CRA is:

▪ To undertake a comprehensive review of the Collections practices of CRA, including Bankruptcy
and Consumer situations, identify issues and gaps and implement corrective measures;

▪ Develop and implement Collection Standards and Guidelines and publish this information for
the public to see and understand, for complete transparency;

▪ Develop and implement objective and reasonable Repayment Plan Standards for tax arrears and
publish this information for the public to see and understand, for complete transparency; and

▪ Develop and implement an Appeals process for the arrears taxpayers that would allow for the
investigation and mitigation of unreasonable CRA demands or outrageous CRA behaviour
towards the Canadian taxpayer and publish this information for the public to see and
understand, for complete transparency.

SUGGESTION # 3 –OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF BANKRUPTCY (OSB)

The OSB, as part of Innovation, Science and Economic Development Canada, is responsible for
administration of the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act (BIA), as well as certain duties under
the Companies' Creditors Arrangement Act (CCAA).  The OSB licenses and regulates the insolvency
profession, ensures an efficient and effective regulatory framework, supervises stakeholder compliance
with the insolvency process, and maintains public records and statistics.

The CDA suggests a regulatory modernization of data, metrics and statistics with respect to the
Canadian Insolvency system and the requirement for full and timely publication of this information, for
complete transparency.

This would include introducing a new framework of objective performance measurement
methodologies, metrics and reporting processes for consistent application across all aspects of the
Insolvency system, in order to:

▪ Determine the effectiveness of individual Insolvency Trustees (LITs) who work with insolvent
Debtors and provide consumer insolvency services;

▪ Determine the effectiveness of persons who perform Insolvency Counselling sessions with
insolvent Debtors;

▪ Illustrate whether the Insolvency system is successful at generating improved short, mid and
long-term outcomes, such as beneficial financial habits for Debtors who have undergone
consumer insolvency. This would include post-discharge follow-up information at the one, three
and five-year anniversary of discharge to help determine the applied learnings and outcomes as
a result of the Insolvency process;

▪ Provide in-depth information and data analysis about consumer insolvencies so that better
comparisons can be made on behalf of Debtors as they try to navigate the Bankruptcy and
Insolvency Act; and
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▪ Provide a systemic avenue for Debtors to formally evaluate and express their views regarding
their experience with the Insolvency practitioners that provided them with insolvency services.

The benefits of introducing the aforementioned framework is that OSB will be better positioned to
develop more informed future Directives for the Canadian Insolvency system, that are based on
accurate data and the subsequent analysis of it, to drive its decision-making vs flawed, assumptive based
thinking.

As part of this modernization effort, the OSB’s financial literacy mandate needs to be strengthened with
assumed best practices scrutinized and improved on behalf of Debtors. Also, through working more
closely with provincial regulators, the OSB could bring consistency to specific aspects of the consumer
Debtor experience, including the introduction of clear, allowable fee structures.

SUMMARY

Thank you for the opportunity to provide our suggestions concerning the next annual Regulatory
Modernization Bill. The Canadian Debtors Association and its members are confident that our
suggestions will contribute to the modernization of the Canadian regulatory system and improve its
performance for both Canadians and businesses.

We applaud the government for its efforts to keep pace with innovation and technology and to
modernize requirements and practices and offer CDA’s support in this regard, for the benefit of all
Canadians.

If there are any questions or clarification needed with respect to our suggestions, please let me know and I
would be happy to assist.

Respectfully submitted,

Henrietta Ross

President and CEO, Canadian Debtors Association

Phone: (905) 296-2775 Email: henrietta@cdndebtorsassoc.ca Website: www.debtorsvoice.org


